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Empath Rising is the first book in a series that tells the tale of a lonely orphan who rescues a

Minotaur girl only to have her fall madly in love with him.WARNING: This is a work of erotic fantasy,

there is nudity, swearing, a bit of violence, and plenty of naughty sex between man (and woman)

and monster girl/girls. If that isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t your cup of tea please give this book a pass!Otherwise

please enjoy!
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A good read. There is less character development in favor of sex scenes, but this was not supposed

to be a work on par with Leon Tosltoy in the first place.That said, the individual characters were

entertaining to read about. The supporting roles were well filled with an engaging cast, particularly

the former Adventurer/farmer.(Spoiler)That brings up a point, however. The main character (called

Nameless) wears an *unbreakable* necklace/choker with the heart of his girlfriend/partner on it.

While this is an interesting manner in which to depict how fragile a girl's heard can be, the farmer

apparently no longer has a minotauresque character/partner. What happens to the necklace of



Nameless when what happened to the farmer happens to him?Also, what happened to the

heartstones of the other four characters in the story? There was a fairly big deal made from the

condition/placement of the butterfly and the minotaur, but of all the characters, only Milly's

heartstone is actually given a specific resting place. Something that important -- important enough to

be the title of the entire series, likely should have a better explanation, not something deferred to the

next book.On the plus side, most of the book reads well; both entertaining and engaging for the

guest to Mr. Bradford's world. The minor logic loopholes are negligible, compared to the whimsical

tale. It even dips into the potential ramifications of this kind of world, without being overly grotesque;

which I appreciate.Looking forward to the next book. Alert added, if possible.

I got this series since I enjoy a good book with monster girls and the naughty stuff is always

welcome. Finding book like this is not so easy so finding one with a decent plot to boot is fantastic,

so glad I was checking for sequels/updates on progress to some of the other book like this one.I

enjoyed the variety of the monster girls in this world, still feel that some more explanations about the

history and effect of the bonds and lifespans need more fleshing out but still good. Wasn't sure

about the main character type in the beginning but it grew on me and he is shaping up much better

by the end.All in all I enjoyed this book immensely and can't wait for the next books to come out

Can't wait for more. Great read at a great price. I like monster musume and those stories similar to

it. The east has many stories and manga about it. In the west is still shy about it. So in my search for

stories like it, I found this great piece. This was a fresh take and definitely succeeded in it's delivery.

SPOILERImo, all of it was amazing. Towards the end felt a little rush. Getting two girls only after a

few days of getting close with you-know-who-from-the-past felt iffy. But I think because of how real

life works, there's no such thing as a normal pace anyway. I like all the different creatures so far.

And the intro was impeccable. The characters were vibrant and so far no one really feels like a copy

of another. Maybe in the second book or third have a small illustration I'm the back to show the diff

girls. Not the main ones just the races so we can see what the author thinks the girls look like in his

world. Also loved the sultry scenes. Each felt real and meaningful. At least from my experiences

with past relationships and sex. All in all great work. Thanks for writing this

I mostly read normal Sci-fi and Fantasy, but I wanted to give some of this Erotica stuff a try. Most of

it is so far is 30 pages of crap with no story and just sex. But this book by a time traveling space cat

know as Lieutenant Archibald Bradford was really good! It's kind of like the PC game Monster Girl



Quest, but with better everything. The main character is likeable, but a pussy (he's called that many

times) that really steps up when needed.. The world building is good with rules and such. The sex is

balanced well with story, romance and comedy . The monster girls are all well developed characters

and have different personalities. Even the supporting characters are great.I hope that future books

continue to develop the characters that have been introduced and I am looking forward to the

adventuring. Milly's my favorite girl, but Nina has a lot of promise for book two (I love Tsunderes).

This was excellent. Characters were unique and believable, the plot was interesting, and the writing

was well done. Even if all of the sex scenes were replaced with a "fade to black," I would still have

enjoyed the book. Instead, the sex scenes added to the experience. They were varied, focused on

describing what was happening rather than simply describing how much the character were

enjoying it, and most importantly, they weren't shoehorned in. Some books create a loose plot to

string the sex scenes together, others have plot but still need to use an "excuse" to create sexual

scenarios. This book simply flowed. I would recommend it highly to anyone interested in the genre.

First off, the Heartstone is luckily not a WOW reference, I never really got into it. This book is well

written except for a few typos which are not too annoying. This is definitely not for minors, but there

is a warning. So buy the book and hope part 2 comes out sooner than later.

This book was a lot of fun to read. As stated by the author, this book is erotic fiction and contains

quite a few sex scenes, but I really liked how the characters were developed outside of the

eroticism. They all felt three dimensional and there is humor, action, romance, and an intriguing

central plot that, while somewhat slow to start, really picks up near the end and leaves you wanting

more.As some other reviewers have stated, there are some grammatical errors in this book, but for

me they didn't really detract from the story and I have read other e-books where the editing was far

worse. If you like the Chronicles of Eden series and harem/monster girl anime like Monster

Musume, then I guarantee that the Heartstone Saga Book 1: Empath Rising will fit your bill.
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